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 The Beginning of Racial Segregation:
 The Chinese in West Fresno and

 Chinatown's Role as Red Light
 District, 1870s-1920s

 by Ramon D. Chacon

 MANY CALIFORNIA CITIES, FRESNO has segre-
 gated enclaves where large numbers of ethnic minority
 groups reside. Without a doubt historically, Fresno's west

 side represents the most segregated and ghettoized area in the
 city. Moreover, since the city's founding in the 1870s, the west
 side included the town's red-light district which quickly gained
 notoriety for its vice operations. Yet, while today West Fresno is
 predominantly a Black/Chicano ghetto, the origins of West Fres-
 no's segregated community are neither Black nor Chicano but
 Chinese. The settlement by Blacks and Chícanos of the west side
 can be traced to the 1920s. By that time, however, the structures
 associated with the area's racial segregation, ghettoization and
 its notoriety for vice operations were already firmly established
 when Chinese pioneers, forced to live in the district, established
 Chinatown in 1873.

 This study will examine the development of the west side as a
 segregated enclave, and its accompanying red-light district,
 during the 1870s to the 1920s when the Chinese community was
 established. The essay will focus on the following areas: the
 segregation of the Chinese, the creation of Chinatown, the role
 that Chinatown played as a red-light district (especially with
 regard to entertainment and vice, the central part of this study),
 and the Anglo reaction to the Chinese community following the
 Geary Act of 1892. It will conclude by suggesting that once the
 Chinese community declined other low income groups settled in
 the west side resulting in the formation of a Black/Chicano
 ghetto and the continuance of the red-light district.
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 The first group of Chinese who settled in Fresno County
 came to work in the gold mines. In the early 1850s such rural
 communities as Coarsegold, Fort Miller, and Millerton attracted
 hundreds of Chinese miners. Millerton, located twenty-five miles
 northeast of Fresno Station (later termed Fresno) and the county
 seat, attracted the largest colony of Chinese who worked the
 mines. Millerton, then known as Rootville, prospered and during
 the 1850s and 1860s became the most important settlement
 between Visalia and Mariposa. Millerton's importance was due
 not only to its gold mining operations along the San Joaquín
 River and its role as a county seat, but also because Fort Miller, a
 military outpost located just two miles away, provided military
 protection and thus a good market for commerce.1

 At Millerton, the Chinese worked the mines, hired out for
 construction jobs, and operated businesses. Hop Wo and Tong
 Sing, for example, competed with Anglo merchants and report-
 edly sold their goods to both Chinese and whites. Perhaps this
 competition eventually worked against them, for sometime in
 the 1860s the town's white leaders decided that the Chinese were

 undesirables. According to June English, "the solid men of the
 community, decided the very appearance of the Chinese were
 corrupting the children of the town by their strange sounding
 language, their long hair, their food habits and most of all their
 fetish for bathing daily in the nude when they had been working
 in the water twelve hours a day. They ate from bowls with sticks
 and they did not drink the river water as the other 'civilized'
 folks did."2 Thus, the Chinese were forced out and segregated to
 an area one mile outside of town, between Millerton and Fort
 Miller. The community prospered largely through hard work
 and because the outbreak of the Civil War increased activity at
 Fort Miller and generated employment and commercial oppor-
 tunities. By 1870, there were 309 Chinese living at the site, a
 sizeable population in that period.3 The Anglo community re-
 sponse to segregate the Chinese population in the Millerton area
 became an acceptable strategy for years later the practice was
 repeated in the segregation of Chinese in Fresno.

 The building of the Central Pacific Railroad further encour-
 aged Chinese settlement in Fresno County during the 1860s and
 early 1870s as many Chinese worked on the railways. In 1872,
 the Central Pacific line was completed to Fresno Station and
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 scores of Chinese railroad workers decided to settle down in the

 area. Because of the railroad and its geographical location, the
 new settlement quickly became the most important town in the
 county, and two years later it became the county seat. Millerton 's
 Anglo residents and the Chinese inhabitants of the area realized
 the opportunities available in the new settlement and they flocked
 to Fresno leaving behind a dying settlement that had been depen-
 dent on mining.4 By 1874, when Fresno had been named the
 county seat, the town had a population of 600; 200 were Chinese.
 The Chinese were an important element since the city's found-
 ing, indeed, the bricks used to construct Fresno's first brick
 building were made, by Chinese workers.5

 In Fresno, the Chinese encountered hostility and racism
 similar to that which beset them at Millerton. Laws existed that

 prevented Chinese from purchasing property in certain areas
 and voting and testifying against whites.6 Furthermore, in 1873
 after two Chinese purchased two lots east of the railroad tracks,
 the new white residents began to complain that the Chinese
 were buying prime real estate in what promised to be the finest
 area in town. But the real issue that caused these complaints
 was white opposition to having Chinese living across the tracks
 in Anglo neighborhoods. Consequently, that same year the Anglo
 townspeople held a meeting where they agreed not to sell, rent,
 or lease any land east of the railroad tracks to Chinese.7 Hence-
 forth, the Central Pacific, which owned most of the land in the
 Fresno vicinity and had sold lots to settlers, through its land
 agent, agreed to cooperate with the white citizenry and sold to
 the Chinese only those lands west of the tracks. Paul Vandor, in
 his History of Fresno County, which chronicled events in the city,
 wrote:

 [A] Sunday meeting [was] held at Magnolia hall to take steps
 to stop, if possible, encroachment of the Chinese upon the
 white portion of the town

 [J. W.] Ferguson appointed a committee to circulate [an] agree-
 ment not to sell, lease, or rent to Chinese any property on the
 east side of the railroad tracks and to discourage all from
 doing so. In the very early days Chinese secured land and
 erected houses on I Street . . . , but so great [was] the opposi-
 tion of the people that they compelled their removal. The
 town agent refused to sell any more to Chinese so located. In
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 the winter of 1873 a Chinese blacksmith leased [a] shop at
 Mariposa and I [streets] and a [Chinese] washhouse was
 located in the southern part of the town and the week before
 the holding of the meeting the erection was commenced of a
 [Chinese] washhouse in the heart of one of the most rapidly
 growing blocks in the town surrounded by [white] resi-
 dences. This resulted in the meeting. The signature of nearly
 every resident was secured to the pledge

 As a result of these measures, the Chinese were forced to live
 west of the tracks, Chinatown was born, and a segregated ghetto
 began to evolve.9

 Since Fresno's inception, therefore, there existed open hos-
 tility toward the Chinese. In its first edition of September 23,
 1876, only two years after the founding of Fresno, the Fresno
 Republican, expressed its anti-Chinese stance regarding the Chi-
 nese community. The editorial, entitled 'The Chinese Question,"
 warned that 'The constant influx of Mongolians is the greatest
 drawback to the prosperity of the country/40 Dr. Charles Rowell,
 the publisher of the newspaper and a leader of the community
 who later served as mayor and state senator, "never ceased
 repeating this warning throughout the century and well into the
 next."11

 Similar to what occurred in other parts of California, most of
 the Chinese who settled in Fresno were landless peasants from
 Kwangtung Province; the vast majority from eight districts:
 Toi-Shan, Hoi-Ping, Yan Ping, Sun-Wei, Shun-Tak, Nam-Hoi, Pun-
 Yu, and Chung-Shan.12 With the creation of Chinatown, West
 Fresno became a central region that attracted Chinese. By 1881,
 Chinatown consisted of several blocks facing the railroad tracks.
 The central area included a four-block square - China Alley and
 G Street between Kern and Mariposa. At this time 171 Chinese
 resided in Chinatown: 147 men, 19 prostitutes, 13 "respectable
 women," and two sons of the pioneer settler, Ah Kit.13

 While the large majority of the Chinese who resided in Fresno
 were farm workers, the Chinese held other occupations. They
 were also employed as gardeners, cooks, irrigation ditch diggers,
 general domestic workers, and operated businesses, among them
 laundries, herb stores, grocery stores, and restaurants.14

 Although the merchant class represented a small percentage
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 of the Chinese population, the group constituted the ruling elite
 of the Chinese community. Not only did the Chinese merchants
 control the distribution of goods consumed by the populace and
 extend credit to the rank and file, they also dominated the poli-
 tical and social spheres by dominating the Chinese associations.15
 According to Stanford Lyman, these Chinatown merchants "con-
 trolled immigrant associations, dispensed jobs and opportunities,
 settled disputes, and acted as an advocate for Chinese sojourners
 before white society ... In place of the territorial compact village,
 ... [in the United States] the clan was organized around a leading
 merchant's store. The merchant usually assumed leadership of
 his clan, established a hostelry above the store for his kinsmen,
 and provided aid, advice, comfort, and shelter." Due to their
 commercial success, "so closely tied to social acceptance and
 moral probity in America," these businessmen also established
 ties with the influential members of the Anglo community, es-
 pecially public officials.16

 Fresno's Chinese merchant class assumed roles similar to

 those Lyman described. Two examples of Fresno's Chinatown
 merchants illustrate this influence, that of Sam Wing Chee and
 Hi Loy Wong. These men, apparently from higher social status,
 were unlike the great majority of Chinese who came under the
 contract labor system. Thus, they had an advantage over other
 Chinese immigrants and perhaps that accounts for their relative
 success in comparison to their peers. Wing Chee, also known as
 Tong Duck, arrived in Millerton in 1869 and worked in his
 uncle's general merchandise store. He worked in that establish-
 ment until 1872 when the Central Pacific Railroad was completed
 to Fresno Station and he was among those Chinese who relocated
 to the west side district. Shortly after, he went into partnership
 with Tong Sing and they established the Tong Duck and Tong
 Sing General Merchandise Store in Chinatown. The general
 store, which was the first large-scale brick building in Fresno,
 quickly established itself in serving the Chinese community.
 According to Ernest Sam the store "was a major stopping place
 for the weary Chinese traveler between San Francisco and Los
 Angeles. Mail from distant China was deposited with the Fresno
 firm for the Chinese throughout the San Joaquín Valley. During
 the period of migration from Millerton to Fresno in 1873-1874
 many of the [Chinese] residents contracted with the commercial
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 house to have their household furnishings hauled to Fresno in
 huge freight wagons the firm used to transport supplies to the
 Chinese in outlying areas and the gold mines/'17 As the Chinese
 community grew in Fresno, the store prospered through selling
 work clothes, Chinese herbs, groceries, and all types of Chinese
 sundries. Wing Chee reaped considerable profits from the general
 store for he also operated a two-story opera house and built a joss
 house (a Chinese temple) in which the altar and idols alone cost
 $4000. Moreover, Wing Chee also became interested in agri-
 business ventures, and he financed several orchard and vineyard
 operations in the Hanford, Armona, and Lemoore areas.18 He was
 the major force in the Chinese community and organized the
 Sam Yup association.

 Loy Wong, who at the age of sixteen years came to California
 in search of gold, was also an important member of the com-
 munity. Loy Wong gained employment with the Miller-Lux ranch
 in Los Banos, one of the largest landholding operations in the
 state. He worked on the ranch as an "all-around boy" and lived
 with the family; reportedly the Millers' treated him as though he
 was one of their own. Following a "picture marriage" to Lily
 Lum in San Francisco, the couple settled in Fresno. There he
 established in Chinatown the Hi Loy Company, a general mer-
 chandise store, located on G and Kern streets. In addition to
 selling general merchandise to local Chinese, Loy Wong con-
 tracted Chinese laborers out to farmers of the area. Since the

 Fresno region became by the 1870s a fertile grape and fruit
 producing zone, Chinese workers arrived to harvest the crops
 and Loy Wong contracted these laborers. He also provided them
 with groceries, denim clothes, bamboo hats, and whatever ma-
 terials they needed to carry out their jobs, all on credit. After the
 harvest, when the workers had been paid, they compensated Loy
 Wong for their credit charges. He also served as a teacher of
 Confucianism, an important role to the Chinese immigrant popu-
 lace.19 Loy Wong's role as labor contractor, religious leader, and
 in providing credit gave him considerable influence in the Chi-
 nese community.

 But the majority of West Fresno's Chinese did not wield
 power nor did they prosper like Wing Chee and Loy Wong. As
 noted earlier, farm labor was the predominant labor market for
 the Chinese. Indeed, in California during the 1870s through the
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 1880s, Chinese dominated the farm labor market; 75% of the
 agricultural work force in California was reportedly Chinese.20

 Fresno's Chinatown, especially from the mid-1870s to the
 early 1900s, became a haven not only for permanent Chinese
 residents who engaged in farm labor but also attracted hundreds
 of migrant Chinese farm workers. When work was available on
 nearby farms, the workers might live in "Chinese camps" on the
 farms, but Chinatown was the central place in which they lived
 until they moved to other Chinatowns to find employment.21
 Kam Wai, a migrant Chinese farm worker, noted that Chinese
 migrant agricultural laborers "would go from Courtland to
 Fresno picking grapes then rest a while, then come back again."
 On the farms, the workers lived in crowded bunk houses set up
 with bunk beds and cooking facilities in which ten people lived
 together.22 For those who preferred to live in Chinatown, trans-
 portation was provided. Daily these farm workers would travel
 to nearby farms to return later in the evening.23 Since that era
 until the mechanization of agriculture in the 1960s, Chinatown
 served as the central distribution point for farm labor in Fresno
 County.24

 Fresno's Chinatown evolved for reasons that explain the
 growth of other Chinatowns. Chinese culture, with respect to
 speech, dress, religion, and philosophy, was radically different
 from the Anglo American. And the distinct physical differences
 between Anglos and Chinese further set them apart. Due to
 these differences, these ethnic enclaves attracted the first gener-
 ation immigrants who, because of common language, custom,
 and ethnicity, felt more comfortable in surroundings similar to
 the mother country; thus a sense of community evolved. China-
 towns became cultural centers where Chinese traditions and

 religious customs were preserved. But there were other reasons
 for the growth of Chinatowns that involved racism. These com-
 munities also evolved because they insulated the Chinese and
 protected them against the foreign and hostile environment that
 existed in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. China-
 towns protected the immigrants by offering them a degree of
 justice and order in a state where legal institutions generally
 failed to serve them. These settlements also insulated the Chi-

 nese by providing them with social activity, entertainment,
 welfare, housing, and in rural settings the areas from which
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 their labor was distributed to nearby farms. Finally, years later
 the existence of Chinatowns was reinforced by restrictive coven-
 ants which prevented those Chinese who wanted to leave these
 enclaves from doing so.25

 The anti-Chinese movement of the late nineteenth century,
 which generated a great deal of racial discrimination and harass-
 ment, had a major impact on Chinatowns throughout California.
 The anti-Chinese movement was not simply characterized by
 urban riots and attacks on Chinese by white workingmen. It also
 evoked political platforms that resulted in the election of numer-
 ous politicians. The hostility toward the Chinese, perceived as
 an undesirable element on racial grounds and because of the
 popular belief that Chinese displaced Anglo workers, produced
 three types of anti-Chinese legislation. The first and most im-
 portant, consisted of federal laws aimed to either restrict or
 exclude Chinese immigration to the United States. The second
 and third type involved laws that were either punitive in nature
 or sought the exclusion of Chinese from occupations that alleg-
 edly competed unfairly with white labor.26

 Of these laws, the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 and the
 Geary Act of 1892 were the most important. The 1882 Chinese
 Exclusion Act suspended the immigration of Chinese laborers
 (skilled or unskilled, including miners) for ten years but ex-
 empted students, teachers, merchants and travelers from its
 provisions. The law also formally prohibited the naturalization
 of Chinese in the United States.27 Merchants with a business
 could remain in the United States for an indefinite period but
 teachers, students, and travelers were limited to short stays.28
 The Geary Act extended the provisions of the Chinese Exclusion
 Act for ten more years and included additional key provisions.
 For example, the law placed the burden of proving their right to
 be in the United States on the Chinese immigrants. Chinese
 were required to obtain certificates of eligibility to remain in the
 United States. Those without such documents faced deportation.
 A 1904 federal law extended the exclusion of Chinese laborers
 from the United States until 1944. These laws and amendments

 had a major impact on the composition of the Chinese populace
 and concomitantly the structure of Chinatown. According to
 Victor and Brett de Bary Nee,
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 Anti-Chinese legislation enacted by the United States after
 the passage of the first Exclusion Act in 1882, provided not
 only for the exclusion of incoming Chinese laborers but for a
 slow termination of the Chinese population living in the
 United States. In 1884, a federal court ruling clarified the
 provisions of the 1882 act to ensure that the wives of Chinese
 laborers would also be forbidden entrance to the United

 States. Anti-miscegenation acts in all states which had Chi-
 nese populations prevented the intermarriage of Chinese
 men with white women. Thus, male Chinese laborers who
 remained in this country after the Exclusion Act had to
 remain single, which largely explains the overwhelming
 preponderance of men over women in America's Chinese
 population, a characteristic that is still visible in the elderly,
 bachelor society of Chinatowns today.29

 The particular organizational structure of Chinatown and
 the nature of the Chinese community living environment was
 predicated on three influencing factors: (1) by the fact the large
 majority of the Chinese who immigrated to the United States
 were males and largely single; (2) by the segregationist views
 and racial hostility that existed against Chinese; and (3) by the
 customs and values the immigrants carried over from their
 homeland. This latter factor seems to have influenced the others

 in shaping the living environment.30 One aspect of that environ-
 ment involved the growth of entertainment and vice operations.

 * * *

 In a recent study, Neil Shumsky defined red-light districts of
 the late 1800s and early 1900s in the following words: 'Tut in the
 simplest of terms, the red-light district was a kind of ghetto, but
 instead of being an ethnic ghetto, it was an economic and social
 ghetto meant to segregate a certain group of people. Respectable
 Americans accepted the red-light district as long as it did not
 spill over into their own space."31 West Fresno's red-light district
 supports this particular pattern. West Fresno's Chinatown rep-
 resented the core of the city's red-light district, however, the area
 itself was not limited to Chinatown and hence not exclusively
 Chinese. Part of the city's red-light district surrounded China-
 town's boundaries and extended to the central business district.32

 Red-light districts in many American cities during this period
 therefore overlapped with Chinatown. Indeed, a recent study
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 contended that the "Chinatown of the late nineteenth and early
 twentieth centuries should be considered as a segment of the
 much larger red-light district."33

 Chinatown and the red-light district served as a form of
 social control especially for Chinese immigrant workers. In these
 enclaves, which offered prostitution, gambling, opium, and liquor,
 the Chinese immigrant workers were momentarily liberated "to
 that life of leisure which in part had motivated them to leave
 their native village in search for a fortune overseas."34 These
 districts satisfied their social needs by providing them with
 entertainment most of which was illegal. Consequently, these
 areas contributed to maintaining a contented workforce and to
 keeping it tied to the region. Chinatown and its accompanying
 red-light district thus made possible the smooth operation of
 capitalist enterprises and, with respect to Fresno, agricultural
 production.

 The shortage of females had major consequences for Chinese
 community life in Fresno. First, the lack of women resulted in
 the development of a single men's community, and second, the
 institutionalization of prostitution, gambling, and opium houses.
 These men, usually living in crowded tenements and rooming
 houses, lived a solitary existence. Their recreational and social
 life was organized around the associations - the clans, the Sam
 Yup group, the secret societies - and opium parlors, brothels,
 and gambling houses that were established in Chinatown. Kam
 Wai, a migrant farm worker who worked in Fresno County
 farms, described the lifestyle of these bachelors and the role that
 Chinatown played in their social life:

 There's not much life in farm working. You're traveling from
 one town to another, and everybody sort of looks down on
 the farmworkers, you know, the lowest type of people on the
 totem pole. And then, you don't really have much social
 outlet as far as I can see. I remember all the men used to talk

 about was where they were going next. When I finish here,
 I'm going to so and so, finish there and go to so and so.
 Saturday night's the only night you go out and do anything,
 if you do anything at all. Course, if you're married, it's a
 different thing altogether. Saturday night you might go to a
 show or something like that. But for the single men like
 myself, and I saw many men like myself, you can do only two
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 things. I could spend my time in a gambling joint, that's one
 thing. Or I could go around to prostitution towns, making all
 the rounds. So, as I say, at that time, life didn't mean too
 much to us.35

 The pattern of Chinatown's development, with respect to
 vice, gambling, and opium smoking, was influenced not only by
 the predominance of Chinese males, customs, and the racism
 that prevailed, but also because from its founding, until the early
 1900s, Fresno was a wide-open town that served thousands of
 sheepherders, cowboys, farm workers, and loggers from the sur-
 rounding areas. The problem of sexual imbalance within the
 Chinese community (20 to 30 males for 1 female) was also felt,
 albeit without the same disparity, among the Anglo populace. In
 1890, among Fresno County's white population, men out-
 numbered women by nearly two to one.36 When compared to
 other California counties, Fresno's white male to female ratio
 remained among the highest in the state even by 1900.37 Thus,
 Fresno's red-light or tenderloin district, as West Fresno's China-
 town came to be known, did not only serve a large body of
 Chinese bachelors (many of whom came from nearby towns such
 as Selma, Fowler, and Sänger for social or cultural activity) but
 also many white males. For these men who lived under harsh
 conditions and in relative isolation, the gambling, women, liquor,
 and to a lesser extent opium parlors, served as an attractive force
 that lured them to Chinatown.38

 One source described Fresno in the 1890s as "A bustling
 commercial center surrounded by agricultural lands whose enor-
 mous potential was just beginning to be realized, it was notorious
 for its saloons, brothels and gambling operations - all run
 wide-open without even gestures of control by town authorities."39
 And, as the number of itinerant workers grew, the activities to
 supply customers with liquor and vice increased. Indeed, the
 Southern Pacific Railroad and commercialized vice reportedly
 combined their power to dominate politics to prevent any major
 changes in the town's character. These forces controlled city
 government, and town officials were subservient to the vice
 interests and thus incapable of serving the needs of the com-
 munity. Fresno's "wide-open town" character remained unchal-
 lenged until the early 1900s when a group of reformers gained
 power.40
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 Chinatown, adjacent to the city's central business district
 and separated by the railroad tracks, represented the hub of the
 town's vice operations. Within Chinatown and extending around
 it was a slum area dotted by cheap hotels, saloons, brothels,
 gambling dens, and general stores which served as the social
 center for hundreds of laborers and home for many of the city's
 Chinese residents.

 Chinatown also had many legitimate businesses, largely Chi-
 nese (and later Japanese), which catered to the Asian population.
 Nonetheless, Chinatown's vice operations, most of which were
 run by Chinese and reportedly part of a state-wide operation
 controlled by tongs of San Francisco's Chinatown, gained the
 area notoriety as Fresno's tenderloin district. These activities
 consisted of gambling, prostitution, opium smoking, and to a
 lesser extent the consumption of alcohol. Perhaps the most con-
 spicuous of these enterprises involved gambling. Schyler Rehart,
 a Fresno journalist, stated that "In the early 1890s, Fresno
 already had the second largest Chinatown in the state. The
 Chinese gambling dens of West Fresno were considered the most
 notorious and profitable of any in the nation."41

 The popularity of gambling in Chinatowns such as West
 Fresno's can be explained from cultural, recreational, and econ-
 omic perspectives. With regard to the cultural explanation, in
 recent study Sandy Lydon stated: "In the traditional Chinese
 view of the universe, fate's hand was the tiller and life was a
 gamble. For most nineteenth-century Chinese it was better to be
 born lucky than clever. The Chinese courted fate through astrolo-
 gers, soothsayers, geomancers, and gambling. Wherever a large
 group of Chinese laborers congregated, somewhere, somehow,
 gambling went on. Any event could be bet on, but the most
 attractive bets (and games) revolved around randomness rather
 than skill. Nothing could substitute for luck."42 Gambling also
 served as a recreational outlet and as a means to make one's

 fortune. For the overseas worker who lived apart from his wife
 and family and whose social activities were restricted, gambling
 represented one of the few "attractions" available. Finally, gam-
 bling offered hope to these low income workers who sought
 quick profits through gambling to enable them to return home to
 join their families in China as successful men.43 Johnny Ginn, a
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 Chinese migrant farm worker whose father arrived in the United
 States in the 1870s, recalled the popularity of gambling among
 the Chinese workers who stayed in Sebastopol for seasonal
 work. He stated that the town's Chinese population consisted of
 "three hundred Chinese workers, and except for my mother, not
 a single woman." And Ginn declared, "All those guys thought
 about was how they wanted to go back to China. But there's only
 about six months work in the year on apples, so they never saved
 a thing. And the only other thing besides work was gambling.
 Gambling was the social life, and gambling was the pastime.
 Everybody hoped to make a few bucks so they could go home in
 the easy way."44

 The two most popular gambling games in California during
 the nineteenth and twentieth centuries were the lottery and the
 fan tan. These games were based on the gambler predicting a
 number which was selected by chance. The fan tan was a low-
 stakes game requiring a streak of luck to win large sums of
 money. On the other hand, the lottery offered the possibility of
 winning hundreds or perhaps thousands of dollars on a single
 drawing. The lottery (the predecessor of Nevada's keno) was
 especially popular among the Chinese. The bettor attempted to
 select which twenty numbers would be drawn from a pool of
 eighty. According to a contemporary observer: "The lottery,
 perhaps, was the most colorful and alluring game. Here one
 placed his money, marked out a given number of Chinese charac-
 ters on the lottery ticket and awaited his doom or his making.
 His doom or making was contained in the sing-song voice of an
 oriental, who read the winning tickets. As he read, another
 would punch out the holes on the lottery tags. Those whose
 numbers corresponded with punched holes, won."45 In fan tan,
 the bettor tried to guess how many objects (usually beans or
 coins) would remain in a pile after the removal of groups of four.
 Those gamblers whose bets tallied with the last number of
 objects won.46

 Fresno's Chinatown lotteries apparently ran continuously as
 drawings were held several times a day. "There were at least five
 daily lottery drawings," Frank Tuck recalled, "at 10 a.m. and at
 2, 4, 7, and 10 p.m."47 China Alley, alone, a two-block alley
 between F and G streets, housed as many as fifteen lottery
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 operations. They reportedly employed as many as 700 people and
 added millions of dollars to Fresno's economy. Bettors played for
 ten cents a game and up, with a payoff limit per ticket of $5,000.
 Lottery runners fanned beyond West Fresno's boundaries and
 the red-light district, through the city and the countryside, can-
 vassing businesses, hotels, pool halls, taverns and any place
 where people congregated.48 The gambling houses were located
 in cellars and subcellars in Chinatown, however, some "old-
 timers recall that at times a fan tan game would be played on the
 sidewalks in Chinatown."49 The Fresno Republican reported
 that profits of $3,000 per month were sent to San Francisco
 organizations which controlled the lotteries.50

 With such large profits, Chinatown's illegal operations, es-
 pecially gambling, were secured to deter police raids. Indeed,
 customers were attracted to Chinatown's vice operations because
 of the anonymity and security from arrest that perhaps did not
 exist elsewhere in the city. Patrons realized that Chinatown's
 operators had protection from the police and an effective security
 system that allowed customers to escape if raids did occur.31 The
 Fresno Republican, for example, described how fan tan operators
 protected themselves from police raids and suspicious intruders.
 The newspaper noted that the "entrances to these places are
 always made attractive," and that "glow lamps and Japanese
 lanterns [are] festooned over the doors and the inner entrance is
 surrounded with mirrors and gilt frames." And "in the center of
 this gilt and glass," the article stated, "is the tell-tale iron door,
 bored through at about the height of a man's eye to let the inner
 guard see who the man at the door is. Besides this there is a cord
 reaching out to the street to where the outer guard stands and
 this is pulled at the moment anyone of whom the Chinese gam-
 blers entertain suspicion makes his appearance."52

 These measures appeared to have been effective against police
 raids. Apparently by the time the police, who often had to dodge
 thrown stones, bricks and bottles, broke down the establish-
 ment's doors, the gambling paraphernalia had been put away
 while the majority of patrons escaped through hidden exits.53
 Although city officials passed an ordinance to prevent the build-
 ing of heavy doors and barricades which the Chinese depended
 on to keep out police, Chinese operators kept on installing these
 barriers. The anti-door ordinance was contested all the way to
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 the supreme court which upheld the ordinance in 1906. But even
 that significant legal decision failed to deter Chinese gambling
 activities and the use of barricades, for between 1908 and 1910
 the police continued to batter their way into gambling parlors
 while carrying out raids.54

 Opium smoking seemed to be confined among the elderly
 Chinese males who lived solitary lives. Although Chinese immi-
 grants introduced the custom of opium smoking to the United
 States, prior to their arrival many middle class Americans took
 opium orally for medicinal purposes or euphoric effects.55 Accord-
 ing to Stanford Lyman, the Chinese "particular mode of usage,
 coupled with the spread of the smoking habit to gamblers, crim-
 inals, and prostitutes, contributed to the dreadful stereotype
 that haunted the hapless Chinese immigrants for so many
 years."56

 Opium houses existed in West Fresno's Chinatown, however,
 their presence might have been especially exaggerated out of
 proportion (as in the case of prostitution) by those groups who
 viewed the Chinese as undesirable elements. In fact, opium was
 smoked more often in the privacy of the home rather than in
 special dens.57 While there were three or four opium parlors in
 Fresno at one time, there never was widespread addiction in the
 Chinese community. Anglos not only were welcomed at lottery
 houses but also patronized opium parlors in the tenderloin dis-
 trict. As with prostitution, communities such as Fresno did not
 complain about opium smoking until whites were involved.58
 According to June English, "Everything the Chinese. . . did [in
 West Fresno] was magnified. An opium ordinance was enacted
 in 1885 as the problem was becoming so prevalent in the Chinese
 section attracting people from the east side of the tracks."59 But
 the continual traffic in opium houses by both Chinese and Anglos
 persisted through the next three decades and local officials organ-
 ized raids of known opium parlors. Thus, during the 1890s to the
 1920s, Fresno's Chinatown was targeted for numerous raids and
 the arrest of opium importers, dealers, and smokers, the majority
 Chinese.60

 Kam Wai recalled the elderly Chinese immigrants who worked
 as farm workers from Courtland to Fresno and the habit of
 opium smoking: "I remember, some of the older ones smoked
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 opium. They used to ask us younger ones did we want to try it,
 sniff it, but we knew better, we would say no. But it seemed like it
 was just nothing to them. They didn't get crazy or that kind of
 thing. I used to watch them every day, you know, and they could
 climb a tree as well as I could/'61

 Due to the presence of vice in the form of gambling parlors
 and opium houses, Fresno's Chinatown soon gained a reputation
 of having an underground passageway to facilitate carrying out
 its illegal activities and to escape police.62 Ward Grimes wrote
 thirty years ago that the "Cloak and Dagger. . . label lasted for
 many years. Chinatown was crowded with visitors from across
 the tracks who hoped to be taken through the 'intricate under-
 ground tunnel' running the entire length and width of the
 community - something that existed only in someone's imagin-
 ation and a legend probably fostered by Ah Ming, an ingenuous
 merchant of the day. "63 The popular view that the tunnels served
 as a way of escaping police bent upon raiding gambling houses or
 opium parlors was challenged by Mabelle Selland who upheld a
 less glamorous explanation. 'The Chinese had basements -
 they built up and down because of the restrictions on owning
 land - and the basements were connected," she said, adding
 that such a system was sometimes used for eluding police.64 Ron
 Taylor, a Fresno journalist, also supported this view stating that
 Chinese buildings "were constructed to house and care for in-
 credibly large numbers in relation to the small amount of space
 they occupied. A single story often contained three living levels
 and a storefront."65 Selland described the China Alley area, the
 core of Chinatown, stating that in the one block by two area
 "lived and worked several hundred people. Their tiny shops
 were only a few feet wide. They built basements and second
 stories and joined their shops and homes by courts in the center
 and basement doors from one home to the next." She asserted

 that, "In this way the Caucasian policeman was often baffled
 when he entered a shop in pursuit of a highbinder, who disap-
 peared never to be seen again. This gave rise to the stories about
 secret tunnels under Chinatown and people living 'five stories'
 down."66

 Prostitution was another important operation centered in
 Chinatown. However, the existence of prostitution in California
 Chinatowns like West Fresno's during this era, as noted earlier,
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 was due primarily to the extreme shortage of females within the
 Chinese community. The lack of women explains the continua-
 tion of prostitution in Chinatown into the twentieth century.
 Similar to the gambling operations, Chinese prostitution in
 Fresno was apparently a state-wide enterprise, controlled by
 tongs located in San Francisco's Chinatown. Scores of women
 were involved, many of whom had been leased to operators in
 West Fresno and to other Chinatowns.67 The non-Chinese vice

 operations were also concentrated in West Fresno. This enclave
 included "Chinatown and the criminal reservation surrounding
 it," but these enterprises extended into the central business
 district and its environs.68 Even well into the twentieth century,
 Tuck stated, the Chinatown area had "fourteen houses of prosti-
 tution thriving on Kern, G, F, and Tulare streets."69 During the
 years 1899 to 1904, the Fresno Republican led efforts to force the
 elimination of most of the public and worst features of prostitu-
 tion that existed from the central business district to the west

 side. The newspaper's editorials demanded the end of soliciting
 on streets,- the explicit signs used to solicit, and called for the
 installation of blinds on the fronts of cribs. The Fresno Repub-
 lican made it clear that if prostitution could not be eliminated, at
 least it could be restricted to back streets or kept behind closed
 doors.70 These efforts did not involve Chinatown prostitution
 which operated behind closed doors and was restricted to a
 ghetto enclave.

 But throughout the city, saloons and brothels attracted rowdy
 amusements which often flared into violence among Anglos.
 Drunkenness, brawls, and beatings were commonplace and dur-
 ing the summer months when the city's population increased
 because of the influx of migrant workers, especially Anglos,
 these incidents augmented as houses of prostitution, gambling
 parlors, and saloons became even more popular haunts. The
 lawlessness that existed in Fresno, which was not only limited
 to Chinatown, prompted the Fresno Republican to write the
 following editorial on November 25, 1900:

 It is known all over California as the hottest and the wicked-

 est spot in the state. It is not the occasional murder that
 confirms this reputation, but rather the multitude of smaller
 and habitual things that go to make a 'wide open town.'
 When the Eastern visitor sees gambling houses running
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 wide open all night and all day Sunday, without even the
 pretense of concealment, when he sees that a drunken man
 can always buy liquor to get still drunker, when he sees a
 whole criminal reservation given over to public and uncon-
 cealed prostitution, with a 'tenderloin' population equal to
 that of an Eastern city of ten times our population, and an
 unregulated publicity that is equalled nowhere in the world,
 it is useless to argue to him that our standards of public
 morals is high.71

 While much of the vice (such as gambling and prostitution)
 was illegal, the operations continued to flourish. Indeed, success-
 ful prosecution of gambling or prostitution cases were rare.72
 The lack of proper law enforcement was due to inept and corrupt
 city government and the fact many Fresnans, among them busi-
 nessmen, wanted these illegal activities to exist. This situation
 remained unchanged from the point of the city's founding until
 about 1910 when a reformist city government introduced reforms
 that changed some of the lawlessness and the illegal vice.

 Until 1901, the city was governed by five trustees repre-
 senting the five wards into which the town was divided. Rehart
 described city government during the 1880s to the early 1900s
 with the following observation:

 The overwhelmingly prevailing view in Fresno. . . was that
 the least government was the best government. In truth,
 Fresno's pioneer city leaders were not so much bad men as
 they were merely incompetent and totally unequal to the
 task that confronted them. The nature of the municipal
 organization itself made their task all but impossible. Each
 trustee was almost exclusively responsible for his own desig-
 nated ward. He had nothing to encourage him to serve the
 interests of the city as a whole. The city had no real mayor or
 chief executive of any kind. The board chairman, chosen by
 a vote of the trustees on the basis of partisan politics,. . .
 merely presided and found himself with a little more work
 than did others. All power, such as it was, resided with the
 board as a whole.73

 The problem regarding regulating illegal activities and law-
 lessness was further compounded because the police were political
 appointees of the trustees. As a result, the chief of police could do
 little to instill discipline or to hire and fire his subordinates.
 Policemen were therefore poorly trained, often drunk, and dis-
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 orderly. They owed their jobs to district politicians, and would
 wink their eye at crimes committed in their districts if the
 political boss gave the order.74

 During the 1890s, Joe Spinney was the dominant member of
 the board of trustees and represented the ward which included
 Chinatown and the red-light district. An illiterate immigrant
 from Portugal, Spinney was employed as a building contractor
 and became the political boss of West Fresno. Spinney's political
 concerns with respect to ward politics consisted of providing
 protection to his constituents and their operations and to gain
 reelection.75 This approach to government was not new or an
 unusual practice since three trustees (Stephen Cole, Bart Alford,
 and William Fahey), known as the 'Triangle," controlled city
 politics from the 1880s to 1893. They also established a reputation
 for graft and corruption and were the "scandal of the time."76

 As the political boss of the West Fresno area, Spinney gained
 a reputation as the hero of the community ' 'across the tracks"
 and champion of the poor and downtrodden. Ben Walker, a his-
 torian and the author of the Fresno County Blue Book, stated:
 "Spinney was the glorification of the 'across the tracks' area.
 In those days,. . . economic conditions had produced an unholy
 association of penury and vice in foreign 'quarters' in the district
 west of the. . . tracks. Some of this was corrupt, most of it was
 merely unfortunate, without the pretentious success of the east
 side of the town."77 It appears that Chinese living in Chinatown
 supported Spinney and they in turn depended on his support.

 Thus, the Fresno Republican editorials noted that it was
 unhealthy for anyone living in Chinatown to oppose Spinney.78
 In an autobiography that was never published, Chester Rowell
 recalled the situation that existed in Fresno, including China-
 town, during the late 1890s when Spinney dominated politics:

 The police were drunk and literally did not know where
 their beats were. They got their jobs by politics. The political
 boss of the town was Joe Spinney, a Portuguese who could
 not read nor write any language. His assets were the organ-
 ized vote of the tenderloin and saloons, and the vagrants and
 criminals who gathered 'across the tracks.'

 Everybody carried a gun. There were no fire alarms and
 the custom was for whoever saw fire first to pull out his gun
 and fire five shots in the air. It was taken quite for granted
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 that he would have the gun. The next man nearer the fire
 station would fire his, and the firemen, if sober, would
 finally hear and go out after the fire. Usually the first house
 was gone, but sometimes they saved the neighbors' houses.
 However, much of the town had been burned down several
 times.

 The city government was all graft, and the usual notion
 among the businessmen was that these things 'made the
 town.' Hordes of men came down from the lumber camps
 and mines every fall with their pockets full of money, and it
 was considered a valuable public service for saloons, gam-
 blers and prostitutes to 'take it away from them' as quickly
 as possible, so as to 'put the money into circulation' among
 the Fresno stores. If we did not do that, the argument ran,
 Madera, Visalia or Bakersfield would, and Fresno would
 lose the money. The fact that these men, robbed of their
 summer earnings then had to survive the winter on beggary,
 charity, or crime, was overlooked.79

 Attempts at reform were made to end vice operations by a
 reformist movement that eventually gained power in 1901. In
 1899, for example, under pressure from reformers, the city
 trustees, on a split vote, passed a law designed to conceal the
 explicit wide open prostitution that existed along Fresno's main
 street. Moreover, in 1901 Spinney was forced out of office and a
 new form of city government resulted in the redistricting of the
 fifth ward so that west side interests lost political power.80

 But there were many respectable citizens who felt reforms
 would result in financial losses to the community and would
 eliminate "social activity" for many of its citizens. In fact, a
 young Fresno Republican reporter stated that one of his duties
 was to round up carousing businessmen, many of whom adver-
 tised in the newspaper, and get them to their hotel rooms to sober
 up before going home.81 Fresno, therefore, was divided over just
 how far reforms should restrict West Fresno's vice operations.
 However, the strongest argument for Fresno's maintaining broth-
 els and gambling halls came from Anglo merchants. These
 businessmen pointed out that if Fresno's wide open town struc-
 ture was changed, the multitude of loggers, miners, railroad
 workers, and farm hands would seek entertainment elsewhere
 and would ruin the city financially.82 According to Rehart, "Some
 legitimate business people. . . felt reform would hurt business
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 [and]. . . a large part of the population seemed to support this
 view. No such corrupt and venal system of government could
 exist for long and be so successful in all of its vice operations
 without considerable public support."83

 The reformist city government in the early 1900s succeeded
 in eliminating the most explicit forms of vice in the city, such as
 crib establishments and slot machines, but it was generally
 upheld that it was "probably hopeless to look for any radical
 improvement in the tenderloin district."84 Thus, Chinese prosti-
 tution, gambling, and opium parlors continued to exist in China-
 town until the 1920s when the decline of the Chinese bachelor

 population and more aggressive police action restricted these
 activities.8"1

 Tongs controlled Chinese-run gambling, opium, and prostitu-
 tion operations. As such, the nature of their activities often
 flared into violence with competing tongs. The major cause of
 conflict among Fresno tongs involved gambling which perhaps
 represented the most important source of income.86 Tong disputes
 erupted not only among tongs in Fresno, but frequently these
 conflicts originated in San Francisco's Chinatown and later
 involved Fresno.

 But tong clashes, often exaggerated out of proportion, were
 rare events in Fresno. The only disputes that erupted into vio-
 lence involved inter-tong battles in the 1890s and the early
 1920s. In 1894, for example, in a tong dispute, Ah Wing, an
 employee of Hop Lee, was killed by a highbinder on G Street.
 That same year a Chinese prostitute, Sun Ying, while attempting
 to escape her "life of sin," was kidnapped by highbinders. This
 action almost caused a tong war as reports indicated that ' 'knives
 and hatchets were being made by a blacksmith on F Street."87 In
 1899 a tong war resulted in the killing of three men and the
 wounding of two others.88

 Perhaps Chinatown's most celebrated tong dispute, involving
 the Suey On Tong and the Bing Kong Tong, erupted in 1921. The
 fighting, which involved other California Chinatowns, resulted
 in 26 deaths, 4 of which occurred in Fresno County; 2 in Fresno
 and 2 in nearby Fowler.89 On the evening of June 7, 1921, at the
 corner of China Alley an Tulare Street, Wong Bin, a member of
 the Bing Kong Tong, assassinated Lee Nam, of the Suey On
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 Tong. Lee Yick and Wong Tong, the former vice president of the
 Suey On Tong, came to Nam's assistance. After realizing who
 had committed the misdeed, Yick reportedly shouted, "Get your
 guns, boys, and kill the Bing Kongs."90 Wong and other Suey On
 Tong members thereupon went to the grocery store of Fook Kee,
 a Bing Kong member and prominent merchant. Several shots
 were fired, Kee was killed and several other Chinese were
 wounded.91

 The police responded with unreasonable force to control the
 situation and to prevent further bloodshed. A large police unit
 led by Police Chief Frank Truax and Sheriff W.F.Jones, immedi-
 ately after the shooting, occupied Chinatown and "began a
 systematic search of every establishment." Scores of Chinese
 armed with revolvers were taken into custody, and others were
 arrested upon suspicion and as material witnesses. The Fresno
 Republican reported: "Consternation reigned in the [Chinese]
 quarter. Dire threats were uttered. It was only the adequate
 police protection which precluded further violence."92

 Several Chinese who were witnesses for the prosecution
 feared reprisals, and at their own request were secluded in the
 mountains to prevent an attempt on their lives.93 Other Chinese
 also feared retaliation. Frank Tuck's father, John Chun Tuck, a
 moviehouse operator, Chinese interpreter at the Fresno court-
 house, and who bore the unofficial title of "mayor of Chinatown/'
 was an apparent target of assassination by tong members. Dep-
 uty U.S. Marshall Sidney Shannon, an old family friend, realizing
 the danger, kept John Tuck under seclusion for three months
 while negotiations were under way to settle the tong strife.94

 As long as the Chinese remained in their segregated ghettoized
 communities and economic growth prevailed for the general
 population, violent actions against them were minimized. The
 major instance in which Anglos adopted violent and coercive
 measures in Fresno followed the passage of the Geary Act of
 1892. The act and the depression that followed, which reportedly
 resulted in great unemployment for white workers, introduced
 open hostility toward Chinese throughout California. Generally
 the anti-Chinese movement of the 1890s, which perhaps was
 much stronger in rural settings, forced many Chinese farm
 workers to leave the fields, in some cases permanently, and to
 relocate in cities with large Chinatowns.95
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 Violent measures became popular tactics to force the Chinese
 workers from valley farms in order that "decent" white people
 could be gainfully employed. In 1893, up and down the San
 Joaquin Valley anti-Chinese labor associations were established.
 In Fresno, an agricultural labor bureau was formed to recruit
 white workers to replace Chinese laborers. Tremendous discon-
 tent existed among white workingmen and small farmers in the
 Fresno area against large growers who employed Chinese labor.
 In 1893 a committee was organized to prevent the Earl Packing
 Company from hiring Chinese workers to pick pears.96 In August
 1893, Fresno businessmen, coerced by the mounting anti-Chinese
 agitation, organized a meeting and received a tentative promise
 from some of the local growers to discharge "nearly all of their
 Chinese help." Apparently, these promises were not enough
 because on August 15 riots erupted near Fresno and Chinese
 farm workers were driven out of the fields and "compelled to
 make lively runs for Chinatown." Two days later, 300 Chinese
 laborers were chased out of farms in Fresno.97 In 1893 throughout
 the San Joaquin Valley rioting against the Chinese was rampant.
 At Fresno, Visalia, and Tulare hundreds of white men were busy
 "routing out the Chinese, terrifying them with blows and pistol
 shots, and driving them to the railroad station and loading them
 on trains."98

 Also in Fresno that same year the anti-Chinese movement
 perhaps influenced the city council to declare that Chinatown
 should be closed down as it represented a public menace to
 society.99 As noted earlier, community leaders reaped profits
 from the tenderloin area and the city officialdom's proposition
 was simply window dressing aimed for the benefit of reformers
 and the anti-Chinese agitators. Furthermore, it is unlikely that
 growers of the area would have permitted the closing of China-
 town for other reasons. Chinatown served as the central dis-
 tributing point for agricultural labor in the county. Growers
 wielded considerable political influence and perhaps realized
 that its closure might result in severe labor shortage problems in
 the future when the recession ended.

 * * *

 By the 1920s, Blacks and other immigrant groups, among
 them Japanese, Italians, Russians, Armenians, and Mexicans,
 part of the unwelcomed "new immigration," established com-
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 munities in the west side. While these groups increased in
 numbers, the Chinese population dwindled and with it some of
 its Chinese flavor. The Chinese population, for example, the
 great majority concentrated in West Fresno, declined from 1104
 in 1900 to 617 in 1920. 10° Chinatown became a multicultural

 enclave, a condition that was firmly established by the 1930s.

 Over the decades, the number of Italians, Russians, Armen-
 ians, and Japanese declined in West Fresno as their descendants
 relocated across the tracks while the number of Blacks and

 Chícanos increased. Chinatown's role (now termed in Spanish
 "El Barrio Chino" and "Mexicantown" because of its Mexican

 influence), however, with regard to vice persisted. During the
 1930s to the 1970s the area continued to serve as the red-light
 district. Numerous streetwalkers, largely Chicanas and Blacks,
 operated out of pool halls, dance halls, hotels, and houses of
 prostitution.

 Although much of its red-light district features have disap-
 peared, today as in years before, the area remains a segregated
 ghetto marginalized from the rest of the city. This pattern of
 racial segregation and ghettoization was rooted at an earlier
 juncture, during the Chinese era when these structures were
 first established. In more recent decades, following the arrival of
 many low income Blacks and Chícanos, drawn to the area like
 the Chinese and Japanese to work in farm labor, which required
 residing in the west side close to Chinatown, the segregation and
 ghettoization of the area has been reinforced.

 NOTES

 'Ernest Sam, "Fresno's Chinatown Was Busy, Bustling Section," Fresno Bee, May 22,
 1962.

 -June English, "Leaves from the Past: Chinese Pioneers of Fresno County," Ash Tree
 Echo, 8 (May 1973): 24.

 mid.
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